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1. Introduction with a brief history
In the60s agroupofpuristmathematicians (mostly related to theBourbaki School) like J.Dieudonné
and S. Lang advocated strongly a change for the whole curriculum in Mathematics; it became the era
of so called “Modern Mathematics”. For them, what should be taught to students of any level had to
mirror the logical construction of Mathematics from that period.
Thus, Linear Algebrawas created as a very algebraised and formalized coursewith almost complete
disregard to Analytic Geometry and aswell toMatricial Calculus. In theModernMathematics, intuition
seemed to have been disregarded whereas structures were extremely fashionable. Linear algebra at
the time was thus developed as a very abstract and formal discipline for the students.
About 20 years later, educators feeling the general unease from their students (mostly in colleges
and ﬁrst years of universities), witnessing failures, drop-outs and complete bewilderment, decided
progressively to simplify their mathematical subjects, got the tendency to reduce undergraduate
mathematics just to sets of tasks to be performed; proofs were often omitted (as well the ε − δ
consideration for limits) and moreover analyses of concepts and structure were mostly silenced.
Because of this crisis denounced in 1986 by NSF, a new science and branch of philosophy ‘Mathematics
Education’was developing anduniversities attempted to better organize the training of future teachers
of Mathematics, at any level, in speciﬁed departments or institutes.
Then with the appearance of very rapidly improving technologies, since the 90s we have faced
many reform movements introducing much more importance on the visualization of mathematical
concepts together with more socialization (Collaborative learning). Just to name few reform groups
in the USA: Harvard Group for Calculus and for Linear algebra: ATLAST organized by S. Leon after the
ILAS symposium of 1992 and LACSG started with D. Lay in 1990 and then continued with D. Carlson
(1993) and many others. However some researchers as Dorier and Sierpinska [2] were not optimist
and declared “ It is commonly claimed in the discussions about the teaching and learning of linear algebra
that linear algebra courses are badly designed and badly taught and that no matter how it is taught, linear
algebra remains a cognitively and conceptually difﬁcult subject”. On the other hand Artigue [1] advocates
strongly the use of CAS’s but with keeping a constant awareness that Mathematics learned in such a
software environment change. Here I will quote her from her abstract: “The last decade has seen the
development in France of a signiﬁcant body of research into the teaching and learning of mathematics in
CAS environments. As part of this, French researchers have reﬂected on issues of ‘instrumentation’, and the
dialectics between conceptual and technical work in mathematics”.
How do we teach really Linear algebra now?
See the standard Anton’s text book and then the much praised book “Linear Algebra and its appli-
cations” written in 1994 by D. Lay.
InNorthAmericaweuse to startwith the resolution of systems of linear equations then intermingle
Algebra ofMatriceswith the Geometry of vectors; it is onlymuch later that we consider the structured
concepts of linear spaces and subspaces, bases with their changes and linear transformations. In a
second higher level course, we introduce eigenvectors and their associated values, study relations of
similarity betweenmatrices and linear transformations, construct orthonormal bases in inner-product
spaces, study ﬁnally quadratic forms and quadrics.
Howhard is it really now to teach and to learn this topic?We shall repeat like Hillel et al. [6] that the
teaching of Linear Algebra offers even to mature students many cognitive problems related to three
thinking modes intertwined: geometric, computational (with matrices) and algebraic (symbolic). We
could follow the APOS theory of Dubinsky [4], and see that it will be necessary for the teacher to
proceed to a genetic decomposition of every mathematical concept of Linear Algebra before being
able to conceive a pedagogic scenario that will have to bring students from the “action" to the more
elaborated state of “process" and then luckily make them reach the most abstract levels of “objects"
and then even higher to structured “schemes". While devising my classes and computer-labs for my
students in Linear Algebra, I felt inspired by all good ideas presented by the mentioned authors and
many others like: G. Bagni, J.L. Dorier, And. Fischbein, D. Gentner, G. Harel, J. Hillel, and J.G. Molina
Zavaleta [3,5,7,13,14,15].
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2. My Experience
I am a mathematician who teaches in a CEGEP, which is a special college of Québec, province in
Canada; our students take one or two courses of Linear Algebra after having taken two semesters of
differential and integral calculation. Mymajor interest is related to the teaching and learning of Linear
Algebra. What I am the most eager to, is creating mathematical situations supported by both, the
CAS Maple and the micro-world Cabri, which could invigorate my students’ understanding of a few
mathematical concepts.
When immersed in this software environment, I need to restrict all the demonstrations to R2 and
R3.
With the CAS Maple the communication mode is mostly symbolic and computational. To bring
the geometric mode, students can be shown animations programmed by the teacher; this should
improve students’ geometric understanding, but during such animations Maple takes the role of a
moviemaker and prevents students from participating as actors.Whenmy studentswork in pairs with
Maple, during2hworkshops,mostly they adapt someofmygivenexampleswrittenwithMaple tonew
situations proposed to them. In contrast withMaple, in the geometricalmicro-world of Cabri, students
are able to produce easily their own movies, change transformations or bases, quadratic forms, move
vectors and run their own explorations. Students learn very fast to operate with Cabri after only a
few demonstrations by their teacher. Such an environment seems to enhance their geometric and
as well conceptual understanding of any topic in Linear Algebra. Maple will play mostly the role of
a computational facilitator. Also while my students work in teams, in computer-labs, the learning
atmosphere improves by the fact that the students are active and communicate to their peers and at
times tome, their coach. Some students even run their own investigations,which I did not assign. Team
reports of workshops, handed in by my students, are contributing to 15% of their ﬁnal grades. Because
of a very special group of innovative students in the optional second course of Linear algebra in 1999,
we started to inquire about images of conics under the linear map described by the same symmetric
matrix as the quadratic form associated. Aswell, since 2007,we (students helped byme) investigated a
classiﬁcation ofmatrices related to the elliptic image of the unitary circle by the associated linearmap.
3. Designs
Mathematical designs based on Cabri andMaplewill be presented in this study for some few stum-
bling blocks in the learning of Linear Algebra: linear transformations, eigenvectors and eigenvalues,
quadratic forms and conics with changes of bases, ﬁnally singular values. We are not going to analyze
the pedagogical impact of those designs.
3.1. Linear transformations [10,11]
Deﬁnition. Let V and W be two vector spaces over the ﬁeld K , T : V → W is a linear map if the two
following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) T(kv) = kT(v) for any scalar k and any vector v;
(ii) T(v + v′) = T(v) + T(v′) for any vectors v and v′.
These two conditions are easily compared by students to the two previously known properties of
the algebra of matrices:
(i) A · (kv) = k(A · v) where · is the matrix multiplication;
(ii) A · (v + v′) = A · v + A · v′.
3.1.1. Which geometric properties are preserved by such a linear map?
This question is treated during two computer-labs using at ﬁrst Maple and 2 × 2 matrices as the
codes of linear transformations in R2 and then changing to the geometric micro-world of Cabri where
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the map T is described by two pairs of vectors: (u1, u2) an initial basis and the image (v1, v2) =
(T(u1), T(u2)) via a macro-construction. The advantage of Cabri here is its big ﬂexibility in changing
the maps and in obtaining automatically and smoothly new images.
Here are Maple pictures for the linear transformed of a polygon anchored at the origin, with few
parallel sides and two right angles:
and Cabri pictures for a polygon and a line which will be during the animation, moved through the
origin:
0.5
0.5
ImaeofthePolygon=LocusofT(w)whenwmovesontheinitial polygong
Initial Polygon
u1
u2
ImageofapolygonunderalinearmapTdescribedbythe
changeofthebasis(u1,u2)tothepair(v1,v2).
Checkthepreservationoftheoriginandtheparallelism.
Checkwhathappenswhenthemapisarotationorany
symmetry.
w
v2
v1
T(w)
O
u1
u2
v1
v2
Initial Basisisthepair(u1, u2)
ThelineartransformationTisdefinedby
pair(v1, v2)=(T(u1),T(u2)).
CheckthatT(O)=Oforanypair(v1,v2)
bymovingOtotheinitial line.
w
T(w)
P
T(P)
Initial Line
Initial circle
The students were requested to observe that the origin, closed polygons, parallelism and conics
are always preserved by linearity. However only for symmetries and rotations, should they ﬁnd that
distances, right angles and areas do not change. AlsowithMaple or even by usingmy oldmethod of the
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graded paper and pencil, they can interpret the determinants of 2×2matrices as ratios between areas
of the image and the initial 2d-shape; positive determinants meaning no change in the orientation of
the image.
3.2. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues [9,10]
Deﬁnition. A non-zero vector v is an eigenvector of the linear transformation
T : V → V if we have the equality T(v) = cT(v) for a certain scalar c, called then the associated
eigenvalue.
The subspace of eigenvectors associatedwith a given eigenvalue is at least a line through the origin.
3.2.1. How to ﬁnd eigenvectors?
Any CAS, as Maple, performs rapidly the calculation of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Students who
work by hand, using the characteristic polynomial and then Gauss–Jordan reduction can then check
their answers with the software.
3.2.2. How to detect geometrically eigenvectors in R2?
With Maple, we can run an animation for a unit vector v moving onto the circle together with its
image T(v). Students are asked to observe whenever the two vectors are collinear. With Cabri they
may repeat the same type of animation but with more time and ﬂexibility. They can move the vector
v by hand and stop at the exact instant when they observe the collinearity, if it happens. Then, with
some tools of Cabri, they can measure the lengths of both vectors v and T(v) and ﬁnd ﬁnally the ratio
||T(v)||
||v|| which gives the associated eigenvalue. During thoseworkshopswithMaple andCabriwe expect
students to observe in R2 the following facts:
– Eigenvectors might not exist.
– Two distinct lines of eigenvectors in general are not orthogonal.
– They will be orthogonal only for symmetric matrices and only in this case, will the principal
axes of the ellipse: image of the unit circle by the linear map, be along the lines of eigenvectors.
Here is ﬁrst a case with no eigenvectors.
1
1
v2
v1
w
  The  matrix is :        [2 -1]
                                    [2   1]
T(w)
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And here is a non-symmetric singularmatrix with eigenvectors. For this situation, students needed
some time before visualizing the singularity.
u1
u2
v2
v1
The matrix  A  is:       [2  4]
                                     [2  4]
The associated linear transformation is the 
projection onto the line  y = x  and  parallel to the 
line y = -x/2
Can you find eigenvectors?
Be very careful during the animation!.. (4.00, 4.00)
(2.00, 2.00)
y = x
y = -x/2
w
T(w)
Finally here is a case called “nice” bymy students because they see an ellipse with its principal axes
which coincide with the lines of proper vectors.
1
1 v2
v1w
T(w)
y = x
x
2
 + y2 = 1
The symmetric matrix is:
           [1  1/2]
           [1/2 1 ]
The image of the unit circle by the associated linear 
transformation is the ellipse:
20 x^2 -32xy + 20 y^2 = 9 or 4/9 x'^2+4 y'^2 = 1
The eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix are 
respectively 3/2 and 1/2 for the eigendirections 
y =x  and y = -x. We observe in this case that the  
principal axes of the ellipse image happen to coincide 
with the two  lines spanned by the eigenvectors 
associated with the two eigenvalues. 
 Is it always the case?
y = -x
20 x2 - 32 xy + 20 y2 - 9 = 0
x'-axis
y'-axis
3.3. Quadratic forms, conics and changes of bases [8,12]
Deﬁnition. A quadratic form with real values Q : Rn → R is deﬁned by an n×n-symmetric matrix A
such that we have Q(X) = Xt · A · X .
When n = 2 Q(x, y) = c is the equation of a conic.
To study conics (or quadrics) it is very important for students to understand the importance
of changing their preferred standard basis of R2 to more suitable bases, possibly not anymore
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orthonormal. Labute [12], an excellent algebraist in Montreal from Mc Gill University, specialized in
Numbers theory with Lie Algebras, advocated during the Winter Canadian Mathematical Conference,
December 13, 1999, the importance of changes of bases; “An introductory course on Linear algebra should
begin with a thorough and coordinate-free description of geometrical vectors. Only after this has been done
can the process of coordinatization be properly and effectively described. This process is the heart of the
so-called linear method which is the heart of linear algebra.” He was thus insisting that an elementary
linear algebra course should be geometrically motivated from the start; in order to achieve this, he
proposed to the participants the introduction of general coordinates that should be changedwhenever
it can ease up a calculation problem; we should not be responsible of making our students prisoners
of the standard rectangular bases of (R2 or R3 and consequently confused with the concept of basis
[7,8,14,15].
3.3.1. Study of conics described by a quadratic form
Wewill not go through the classic heavy technique of diagonalisation and change to an orthonormal
basis but instead use a basis associatedwith a Gauss reduction. Of course, there is not a unique basis as
this reductionmay be performed in differentwayswith respect to the variables andmoreover the basis
we will obtain fails usually to be orthogonal. In the Cabri environment, we are allowed to construct
such bases with the function “New Axes” and by using homothety wemight be able to trace easily the
conic as a locus.
To illustrate his point of view, John Labute chose to study the case of the conic described by the
following equation: 4x2 − 4xy + y2 − x − y = 0.
Using the completion of squares (a technique known by students coming from High Schools) it is
easy to rewrite the equation as: (2x − y)2 − (x + y) = 0.
And then set-up the following change of coordinates: x′ = 2x − y and y′ = x + y.
The equation expressed with respect to the new system of coordinates becomes the very simple
quadratic equation: y′ = x′2.
Students would then right away know that they are dealing with a parabola. Of course we have to
warn them that, as the involved newbasis is not orthonormal, the originwhich belongs to the parabola
might not be its vertex. The y′-axis is an axis of oblique symmetry of the parabola in the direction of
the x′-axis and then the x′-axis is tangent to the parabola at the origin.
3.3.2. How to ﬁnd the quadratic equation of a conic deﬁned by ﬁve points?
The classicmethod of solving this problem is to set-up a system of ﬁve linear equations and to solve
it using the Gauss–Jordan method. Our students should be able to perform this task at the beginning
of a classical ﬁrst course in Linear algebra. They might ask for help any CAS.
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In the Cabri environment this problem is trivial as we just need to use its “conic” function which
will graph for us the unique conic by these ﬁve given points. Then also with the “equation” tool we
shall receive an equation of the conic with respect to any basis of our choice.
Now we are going to use Cabri and Maple on the second proposition given by John Labute. He
advocates one central technique of linear algebra, the superposition principle by which “the solution
of a problem is solved by expressing it as a linear combination of simpler or more well understood objects”.
Wewill analyze the problem of ﬁnding the equation of a conic through ﬁve given points: P1, P2, P3, P4
and P5 where no three points out of the ﬁrst four are collinear. Any conic is given by an equation of
the form:Q(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0wherewehave six unknown real coefﬁcients
a, b, c, d, e and f . LetW be the subspace of all solutions in R6 that satisfy to the ﬁrst four points. It can
be shown that the dimension ofW is two; let uswrite a general solution as a linear combination of two
linearly independent solutions: AS1+BS2 and use the ﬁfth point to determine the relation between A
and B. To obtain S1 and S2 we are going to change the standard basis of R
2. As any basis of R2 ismade up
of three points that are non-collinear, the origin and two other points that deﬁne the endpoints of the
two vectors of the basis, let us choose O = P1 and the two other points P2 and P3. The chosen basis for
Cabri is then the set of the two vectors P1P2 and P1P3. We will call x′ and y′ the new coordinates in R2.
Now we shall write using these new coordinates the equations of all of the lines: L1 = 0 for the line
(P1P2), L2 = 0 for (P3P4), L3 = 0 for (P1P3) and L4 = 0 for (P2, P4). To involve the four points we use
two possible combinations of the lines, either L1 and L2 or L3 and L4. Obtain ﬁrst the equation S1 by
taking the product L1 · L2 = 0 then obtain S2 by taking the product L3 · L4 = 0; therefore we have
obtained the two linearly independent solutions S1 and S2. Using the ﬁfth point, we ﬁnd the relation
between thecoefﬁcients in the linear combinationandchooseapairof values.Wecanwriteanequation
of the conic with respect to the new coordinates x′ and y′. Only then do we need to use the formulae
of change of basis to express x′ and y′ with respect to the canonical variables x and y, and apply a
substitution.
Here is the picture for an example without any need of change of basis:
1
1
P2P1
P3 P4
P5 y = x - 1
y = 1
x
2
 - xy + y2 - x - y = 0
Conic by the 5 points: (0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(2,1)&(1,2).
No change of basis in this case.
Equations of the lines: (P1P2)  y = 0;  (P3P4)  y-1=0. 
Then S1 is y(y-1) = 0.
Equations of the lines: (P1P3) x=0; (P2P4) y-x+1=0.
Then S2 is x(y-x+1)=0.
Then the equation of the conic is a  linear combination:
    sy(y-1)+ tx(y-x+1) = 0.
Using the fifth point (1,2) we obtain 2s + 2t = 0, which 
implies that t = -s; Take s = 1, then t = -1.
The equation of the conic is finally:
       y(y-1) - x(y-x+1) = 0 which is equivalent to the 
equation given by Cabri  with respect to the standard 
basis.
Equation given by Cabri:
Example with a change of basis: the conic by the ﬁve points (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 1) and (2,−1).
This time we are going to change the canonical basis of R2. The matrix P of the change of basis is:(
1 1
0 1
)
and its inverse is P−1 =
(
1 −1
0 1
)
Then the ﬁrst particular conic L1 · L2 = 0 gives y′(y′ − 1) = y′2 − y′ = 0; the second particular conic
L3 · L4 = 0 gives x′(x′ − 1) = x′2 − x′ = 0
The general solution AS1 + BS2 gives the equation:
Bx′2 + Ay′2 − Bx′ − Ay′ = 0
Nowwe need to use the 5th point (2,−1). To get its x′–y′-coordinatesmultiply the inversematrix P−1
by the columnvector (2,−1)t .Weobtain x′ = 3andy′ = −1. Finallyweobtain:9B + A − 3B + A = 0
which gives A = −3B. Choose B = 1 then A = −3.
The ﬁnal equation of the conic in x′–y′ coordinates is:
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x′2 − 3y′2 − x′ + 3y′ = 0
If we replace x′ and y′ by their x–y expressions we are going to obtain the requested equation using
the Cartesian coordinates x and y:
(x − y)2 − 3y2 − (x − y) + 3y = 0 or ﬁnally x2 − 2xy − 2y2 − x + 4y = 0
The determinant of the symmetric matrix representing the quadratic form x2 − 2xy − 2y2 is −2 −
1 = −3, is a negative value, therefore we obtained a hyperbola.
Here is the Cabri Picture of this hyperbola, with the same equation given by Cabri as the one found
using John’s Labute technique:
x
2
 - 2 xy - 2 y2 - x + 4 y = 0
1
1
x
2
 - 3 y2 - x + 3 y = 0
Equation with respect to the 
standard basis: 
Equation with respect to the new basis:
Labute Problem: Conic by the 5 points:
     (0,0),(1,0),(1,1),(2,1),(2,-1)
y = 1
x = 1
y = x
(2.00, -1.00)
(2.00, 1.00)
3.4. Singular values
After our work-sessions on eigenvectors, conics and quadratic forms in the Cabri micro-world, it
was clear for students of our second course of Linear Algebra that the ellipses, images of the unit circle
by a linear transformation T might convey some characteristics of T and any matrix representing it.
In their esthetical point of view, they like matrices to be symmetric because we then obtain “nice”
pictures, i.e. the situation when principal axes of the ellipse coincide with the lines of eigenvectors.
Also in this case the lengths of the semi-axes are the eigenvalues. Moreover, if you apply T to this
ellipse, and then to its image and so on, directions of principal axes never change.
We experimented with various ellipses, images for A, At , A−1, A · B and B · A all 2 × 2-matrices.
With Cabri, it was easy to change the matrices (just a move of v1 and v2) and we were able to conﬁrm
or inﬁrm our claims. We could observe that ellipses for A and At were equal but not with the same
directions of their principal axes and that could happen in some cases for the pair A · B and B · A. Some
natural logic led students to the possible importance of both A · At and At · Awhich are symmetric and
transposed matrices, whatever A happens to be. They have the same positive eigenvalues, call them
d1 and d2 both equal to the lengths of their principal semi-axes.
Deﬁnition. The singular values si of A or A
t are the square roots of di, eigenvalues of both A · At and
At · A.
If A is symmetric and has some eigenvalues c1 and c2, then we have si = |ci|.
The existence of singular values is stated by the following general theorem:
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) theorem:
Let A be a matrix of size m×n and of rank r; It has r strictly positive singular values. Moreover
there exist two orthogonal square matrices U of size n × n and V of size m×m and also a matrix S
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(of size m×n) containing a sub-square diagonal matrix consisting of the r singular values such that:
A = U · S · Vt .
Explanation: The matrix V (resp. U) has its n (resp. m) column-vectors equal to the orthonormal
eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix At · A (resp. A · At). We have the equalities ui = 1si A(vi) for i =
1, . . . , r, where si is a singular value of A and A · V = U · S.
• Theprevious theoremexplains the fact that the image of anyunitary sphere Sn−1 inRn by a linear
invertible transformation is an ellipsoid. If we look at (U · S · Vt)(Sn−1)we understand that ﬁrst
Vt(Sn−1) = Sn−1 as Vt being an orthogonal transformation will transform any orthonormal
basis into another one. The equation with respect to this new orthonormal basis is:
x′21 + · · · + x′2n = 1
• Consequently S · Vt(Sn−1) can be described by:
(x′1/s1)2 + · · · + (x′n/sn)2 = 1
• This is an ellipsoid En−1 with its lengths of semi-axes equal to s1, . . ., sn.
Only in the case of a symmetricmatrixA, dowehave a diagonalisationwithU = V and the direction
of principal axes coinciding with the direction of the eigenvectors of A. But we have to tell students
to remember that if A is not symmetric but indeed diagonalizable, its eigenvalues are not necessarily
equal to its singular values.
Case study: Let A be the matrix
[
2 −1
2 1
]
; this linear transformation being a similitude it has no
eigenvectors. However A has singular values equal to the square roots of the eigenvalues of both
At · A =
[
8 0
0 2
]
and A · At =
[
5 3
3 5
]
, which are
√
2 ≈ 1.4 and √8 ≈ 2.8. The ellipses, images of the
unit circle by the transformations Tt ◦ T and T ◦ Tt have same lengths of principal semi-axes but those
have different orientations. We observe on the following picture that the ellipses for T and T ◦ Tt have
their principal axes along the orthogonal lines y = x and y = −x while those for Tt and Tt ◦ T have
both axes along the x- and y-axes. For this special case, the matrices of the SVD-theorem are V = I2
as we do not need to change the canonical basis for At · A while S =
[ 1√
8
0
0 1√
2
]
and the orthogonal
matrix U is
⎡
⎣ 2√8 −1√2
2√
8
1√
2
⎤
⎦. We have then the decomposition A = U · S · I2 = U · S.
Here is the associated Cabri picture:
v2=(-1,1)
v1 = (2,2)
w
2
w
Tt(w)
T(w)
(0, )
T(Tt(w))
(3, 5)
(5, 3)
Tt(T(w))
(2, -1)
(2, 1)
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4. Possible questionnaire
At the end of a second course of Linear Algebra, I like to test my students on those last topics
of the course with few general questions to experiment in the Cabri-microworld. By trying to give
answers, students discussing in teams might clear up some confusion or fuzziness that they still have
on concepts of eigenvectors and similarity betweenmatrices. Are ellipses, images of the unitary circle,
really characteristics of linear maps? Or at least will the images ellipses (or ellipsoids) help to classify
linear transformations?
Question 1. Which linear transformations of R2 will transform the unitary circle into itself?
Question 2. Find a linear transformation which will transform the unitary circle into this following
ellipse? How many can you ﬁnd?
1
1
(4.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 2.00)
(-4.00, 0.00)
(0.00, -2.00)
v1 ?
v2 ?
w
T(w)
Correct the choice of v1 and v2 as 
T(w) is not on the given ellipse.
The two ellipses do not coincide.
Question 2′. We can make Question 2 slightly more complicated with an ellipse with principal axes
not coinciding with the canonical axes. Thus students would need to think of change of bases …
Question 3. Can you ﬁnd a linear transformation which will transform an ellipse into a hyperbola?
This will test students’ intuition of continuity, concept learned previously in calculus classes in our
college.
5. Conclusions
Can visualization and manipulation improve and facilitate the learning of Linear algebra? As I am
biased, of course I will say yes; really we would need a strong evaluation and analysis of this teaching
procedure tobe able to give answers. Aswould sayEd.Dubinsky [4 ] “This situationprovidesuswith the
opportunity to build a synthesis between the abstract and concrete… The interplay between concrete
phenomena and abstract thinking.” I will add that students working in teams around computers (or
even graphic calculators) only coached by the teacher at times become their experts in the discipline
they experiment.
With respect to the respective roles of the CAS Maple and the geometrical software, we will agree
with the Cabrilog slogan “Cabri makes tough math concepts easier to learn thanks to its kinaesthetic
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learning approach!” while Maple acts like a good big brother, doing all the boring calculations for the
students and also producing instructive animations, unfortunatelymostly programmedby the teacher.
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